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ABSTRACT

Several decision problems that are encountered in various business domains can
be modeled as mathematical programs, i.e. optimization problems. The process
of conducting such modeling often requires the involvement of experts trained in
operations research and advanced algorithms. Surprisingly, despite the significant
advances in the methods for program and code synthesis, AutoML, learning to
optimize etc., there has been little or no attention paid to automating the task of
synthesizing mathematical programs. We imagine a scenario where the specifi-
cations for modeling, i.e. the objective and constraints are expressed in an un-
structured form in natural language (NL) and the mathematical program has to be
synthesized from such an NL specification. In this work we evaluate the efficacy
of employing CodeT5 with data augmentation and post-processing of beams. We
utilize GPT-3 with back translation for generation of synthetic examples. Further
we apply rules of linear programming to score beams and correct beams based on
common error patterns. We observe that with these enhancements CodeT5 base
gives an execution accuracy of 0.73 which is significantly better than zero-shot
execution accuracy of 0.41 by ChatGPT and 0.36 by Codex.

1 INTRODUCTION

Management of budget portfolio across various advertisement channels, procurement of raw materi-
als and machinery in textile production, allocation of resources to a software or engineering project,
distribution of vaccines and vaccination centers, etc., all these decision problems and many more
across a variety of business and application domains can be modeled as optimization problems. Ap-
propriate modeling can provide an immediate impact on profitability, safety, sustainability etc. In
essence achieving maximum benefit from limited resources is the key for every successful business.
However, typically a team of experts is required to identify the right decision variables, constraints
and objectives in order to formulate the problem and solve it using a optimization solver. There-
fore, only critical operations are given priority and optimized, leaving a large number of decisions
unmodeled and therefore not optimized. Consequently automation in formulation of optimization
problems can democratize the process and allow inclusion of broader set of decision variables and
decision makers.

Recent years have seen significant advances in the use of neural networks for synthesis of both
procedural e.g (Ahmad et al., 2021), (Wang et al., 2021) and (Devlin et al., 2017a) as well as declar-
ative e.g. (Han et al., 2022) and (Zhong et al., 2017) programs. Optimization problems are similar
to declarative programs but expressed with constraints and objectives. Just as done with declarative
programs the execution is not to be determined by the developer; typically off the shelf solvers will
be utilized and the developer needs to only specify the type of the solver to be used. Its possible to
express declarative programs in high level languages like python, for example (Huang et al., 2021),
(KIMMIG et al., 2011) are libraries used for logic programs, meanwhile (Mitchell et al., 2011),
(Diamond & Boyd, 2016) are examples of libraries used for optimization problems.

Thus one who looks to autoformulate optimization problems may also desire automatic synthesis
of code in a high level language using a library like PuLP or CVXPY. Nevertheless, despite these
similarities there is a surprising dearth of work on automatic synthesis mathematical programs and
the relevant code. The recent competition (Ramamonjison et al., 2022a) proposed at Neurips 22 is a
notable exception.
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In this paper, we envision a scenario where a business problem is communicated through natural
language, and an autoformulation synthesizer must recognize the constraint and objectives. On
account of a dearth of publicly available benchmark datasets we focus on the NL4OPT dataset which
has defined tasks to help convert word problems to canonical form expression of linear programs.
We show that by using proposed post processing and training methods we were able to achieve
better canonical accuracy of 89.63 with a smaller model (CodeT5-base) compared to the larger
(BART-large) model used by current SOTA 88.20 with lesser training epochs (30 vs 400).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work in
literature. Section 3 covers the preliminaries, providing details about the NL4OPT dataset and the
metrics of performance employed in this work. Section 4 describes the details of data augmentation
and post processing used with CodeT5. Section 4 describes the instructions used with Codex and
ChatGPT. Section 5 reports the primary experimental results and observations. Finally in Section 6
we summarize the key conclusions and discuss possibilities for future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Several recent works have utilized sequence to sequence models or pretrained Large Language Mod-
els for Code Generation tasks. (Devlin et al., 2017b), (Rossol, 1986) are examples of papers which
train a model specific to synthetic data generated on the basis of a formal grammar. Its not always
feasible to parse an entire corpus in terms of formal grammar and use that for tokenization. How-
ever, a number of LLMs like CodeBERT (Feng et al., 2020), CodeGPT (Lu et al., 2021), CodeT5
(Wang et al., 2021), are examples of models that have proven effective for python, C#, Java etc. code
generation with just a BPE tokenization. These models are often fine-tuned for a downstream task.
Meanwhile the emergence of significantly larger models like Codex, GPT-3 etc have popularized
the notion of in context learning (Brown et al., 2020). In our work we explore both the modalities.

While many operations research related work has been seen over the years, very few focuses on
auto-formulation of the optimization tasks from unstructured inputs such as text. Some of them
addresses partial formulation tasks and solver configuration. Iommazzo et al. (2020) discuss meth-
ods to automatically configure solver parameters using Machine Learning. Kiziltan et al. (2016b)
presents methods to extract constraints from natural language. In the paper MathoptInterface Legat
et al. (2020) suggests a standard representation for optimization problems compatible with variety
of solvers.

In a recent paper associated with the NL4OPT competitions, Ramamonjison et al. (2022a) have ex-
plained the use of transformers in extracting objective and constraints from natural language. We
setup auto formulation as Mathematical program synthesis from natural language input. Code or
program generated by LLMs can suffer from several lexical, syntactic and semantic errors. There-
fore a number of papers use grammar guidance for decoding ( Scholak et al. (2021), Jain et al. (2021)
) or when suitable even use a symbolic or neural debugger for repairing the program ( Ellis et al.
(2019) ).

Lack of data or parallel data is often a severe constraint in code generation and program synthesis
tasks. Some of the approaches that have been adopted effectively include co-training,(Ahmad et al.,
2021), that allows a model to learn a join representation space for NL as well as Code. Some
models employ back translation, (Lachaux et al., 2020), to improve the pretraining or increase the
data augmentation for training. Recent works (Sahu et al., 2022) and (Yoo et al., 2021) have also
explored the use of LLMs for generation of synthetic data which can be used for data augmentation.

3 PRELIMINARIES

3.1 NL4OPT

We use NL4OPT (Ramamonjison et al., 2022a) dataset along with generated data to train our model
and use only NL4OPT for evaluation. Data released as part of the NL4OPT competition consists
three sets of word problems for linear programming from six different domains [Investment, Ad-
vertisement, Sales, Health Science, Transportation, Production]split into train(713), dev(99), and a
private dataset test(290). Each linear word problem is accompanied by entity mapping and variable
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ordering. The labels are the Intermediate representation of the problem in either JSON format or
XML which contains a list of constraints and a linear objective.

Listing 1: Example sales optimization problem from the dataset

A sports warehouse stocks rafts and kayaks. Each raft takes
10 sq ft of space while each kayak takes 12 sq ft of space.
The warehouse has 400 sq ft of space available. The warehouse
has a budget of $10000 with each raft costing $200 and each
kayak costing $250. With rafting being much more popular in
the area, at least 55% of all items in stock must be rafts.
If the profit per raft is $45 and the profit per kayak
is $55, how many of each should be bought and sold
to maximize profit?

Let Ptrain, Pdev be the word problems in the train set and dev set respectively. Each problem in these
sets has an objectives and 2 to 4 constraints . Please refer to the table 1 below for different constraint
types.

∀Obj : Objtype ∈ [linear, sum]

∀Con : Contype ∈ (linear, sum, ratio, xy, xby, upperbound, lowerbound)

Constraint Type Mathematical representation
sum x + y ≤ c
upperbound x ≤ c
lowerbound x ≥ c
linear a 1 x + a 2 y ≤ c
ratio x ≤ c(x+ y)
xby x ≤ ay
xy x ≤ y

Table 1: Constraint Types used

3.2 EVALUATION METRICS

3.2.1 CANONICAL ACCURACY - AS IN NL4OPT EVALUATION

The evaluation is based on the correct declaration of objectives and constraints. Accuracy is calcu-
lated using the following formula:

CanonicalAccuracy = 1−
∑

(FP + FN)∑
D

(1)

where FP denotes the number of predicted objectives or constraints not matching with any of the
actual declarations, FN denotes the number of actual declarations not matching with any of the
predicted declarations and D denoted the total number of declarations in the ground truth.

3.2.2 EXECUTION ACCURACY

The above canonical metrics expect the language model to adhere to the same order of variable
mappings as the labels. Meaning a.X + b.Y ≤ c is considered different from b.Y + a.X ≤ c. To
ensure the variable order is maintained an ordered variable mapping is expected as an input.

The fine-tuned models were able to adhere to the variable ordering if given as input, however, Codex,
and ChatGPT were not able to adhere to the same and hallucinated variable names often. This
made comparing canonical accuracy very difficult. Hence we propose using execution accuracy to
compare fine tuned and GPT models.
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To measure execution accuracy, we convert both actual and predicted declarations to python pro-
grams which solve for optimal values using Pulp (Mitchell et al., 2011). We then compare the
optimal values for exact match. This metric is used to compare program-only outputs such as codex.

4 METHODOLOGIES FOR FINE-TUNED MODELS

We experimented with a variety of transformer based language models such as CodeT5, Bloom,
Flan-T5 of various sizes. The common setup is to generate the intermediate representation in JSON
format with the word problem as the input. One exception is OpenAI Codex (Chen et al., 2021),
which generated a python program using pulp library to formulate the problem. The performance
of fine-tuned models were measured using the canonical accuracy of the IR generated and using
execution match in the case of Codex.

4.1 FINE TUNING FOR TARGET AND AUXILLARY TASKS

The models are trained for the target task which is to predict the intermediate representation of
the problem in JSON format which then can be used to fill the program sketch created for linear
optimization problems. We observed that out of the models we selected, CodeT5 (Wang et al.,
2021) trained on code generation tasks was performing better than others in our preliminary training
(trained with only NL4OPT training data for 20 epochs). Hence we decided to take CodeT5 variants
(small, base, large) as our base models for our experiments. Refer Appendix Table:6

It has been proven that models trained on related subtasks such as scratchpads (Nye et al., 2021),
and Chain of thought (Wei et al., 2022), improve on the target tasks as well. We trained our models
on the primary task which is to generate the declarations [objectives, constraints] as well as on sub-
tasks such as (i) Predicting the number of constraints in the problem, (ii) Predicting the variable
names,(iii) Predicting the parameter values,(iv) Direction of the objective.

All models were trained for 30 epochs on A100 40GB, with a learning rate of 5e-5, effective batch
size of 32, and weight decay of 1e-5 with cross-entropy loss. The nl4opt data is provided with a
entity tagging (output of a fine-tuned NER Model) used to enrich the text input. We train the models
with both enriched and original data to minimize the dependency on the NER models.

4.2 AUGMENTATION USING LANGUAGE MODELS

The Natural Language for Optimization Problems (NL4OPT) dataset was the only available resource
that featured optimization problems described in natural language. However, the dataset had several
limitations, including the fact that it only contained single linear objective problems and was limited
to a few (6) industrial domains. Given that many real-world business problems are far more complex
and involve multiple objectives, we decided to augment the dataset through parameter mutation and
data synthesis utilizing the Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT3) models. We observed that
the generated word problems were not semantically correct, however, it introduced variations in text
and domains so that the trained model performed better on the validation dataset. Refer Figure1

The utilization of back translation through large language models, instead of templates, was moti-
vated by the desire to simulate problems from various domains and to incorporate variations in the
input text. The process involved transforming the intermediate representations from the NL4OPT
dataset by mutating variables and parameter. The mutated intermediate representations were then
utilized to generate human-readable problem descriptions through GPT3, which were validated and
subsequently added to the training set. To imitate multi-objective problems, intermediate represen-
tations of complex single-objective problems with more than three linear constraints were selected
and one of the linear constraints was converted into an additional objective simply by removing the
limit.

The final augmented dataset used for training included both single-objective and multi-objective
problems, whereas, the test data is originally from NL4OPT dataset which only consisted of single
objective problem.
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Figure 1: Data Augmentation methods

Original Simulated Total
Single Objective 713 3553 4226
Multi Objective 0 483 483

Total 4749

Table 2: Augmented Training Data

4.3 POST INFERENCE PROCESSING

Optimization is prevalent across various industries and encompasses a diverse range of domain
rules and knowledge, much of which may not be explicitly stated in the problem description but
is nonetheless expected to be implicitly followed by the system. To address this, we employ sym-
bolic post-processing to accurately select the appropriate sample from the generated outputs and
to correct any known errors in the selected candidate. This approach enhances the reliability and
robustness of the generated solutions. See in Appendix (figure 3)

4.3.1 CUSTOM BEAM SCORER

Recent studies by Hokamp & Liu (2017) shows that constrained beam search improves accuracy of
the generated text, We generate multiple samples using the models and along with the probability
score from the model, used in combination execution guided scoring and rule based scoring. We ob-
serve accuracy improvements by applying few general semantics of Linear programming expressed
as rules. These rules can be easily extended to include domain specific rules from knowledge bases
or from domain text similar to the work by Kiziltan et al. (2016b)
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To give an example of these rules, Let constraint Con(W,x,z) where W is the coefficient matrix, x is
the variable and z is the RHS of the inequality. Then the based on simple linear equation properties,
we know that:

∀Con(W,x, z) : con1 ̸= con2 ∧ w1 ≥ w2 → z1 ≥ z2

∀Con(W,x, z) : con1 ̸= con2 → w1 ̸= w2

For each such rule violated, a penalty is applied on the corresponding beam, reducing the chance of
that beam being selected. We then select 5 top candidates and calculate canonical accuracy to select
the best one.

4.3.2 AUTOMATIC POST EDITING USING DOMAIN RULES

We perform certain corrections based on the domain rules, for example, if the objective function has
the same coefficient for all the decision variables, it could be considered as a sum function rather
than as linear.

∀Obj(W,x) : w1 == w2− > Objtype =
′ objvar′

It was also beneficial to apply sanitizing such as duplicate constraint removal, removing terms when
the constraint type is ”sum” etc. Again, this rule set can be extended to have domain specific cor-
rections and can operate completely decoupled from the model itself. This enables scaling of the
model application to much wider industries.

4.4 CONFIGURING OPTIMIZATION SOLVERS

We created an adapter script to load the intermediate format (from the model) into an Optimization
solver. We chose PULP as our optimization library since it had simple interfaces to configure the
LP problem.

Solving for the optimized values enables newer evaluation/beam selection methods. The optimal
values from LLMs + Adapter can be compared with heuristics created by domain experts or gener-
ated from historical data. Using this method also enabled us to compare results with Codex GPT3
outputs since in Codex outputs, decision variable order was not strictly followed by the generated
programs which made Canonical comparison difficult.

4.5 ZERO SHOT SYNTHESIS USING CODEX AND CHATGPT

The intermediate representations were difficult for the LLMs such as Codex and ChatGPT even when
prompted with semantically selected few shot examples. Hence, instead of prompting to generate
the intermediate representation, we prompted Codex and ChatGPT to generate programs (refer 2)
that can solve the given optimization problem. The models tend to use a variety of optimization
solvers (CVXPY, Pulp, Scipy). To maintain uniformity, We prompted to use Pulp as the default
solver and a default variable name ”prob” to hold the problem formulation (refer listing 2).

ChatGPT (https://chat.openai.com/) being a conversational AI, generated additional ex-
planations which were ignored and only generated code was extracted. Refer Appendix figure: 4
and 5.

Using the adapter discussed in 4.4 the actual declarations can be converted to similar python pro-
grams. The generated programs ( from actual and from LLMs ) when executed results in optimal
values for the problem objective. The results of the predicted and actual programs are then compared
for execution matches.

Listing 2: Example of program generated by Codex. Prompt text is enclosed in PROMPT tag for
easy understanding
#<PROMPT>
”””
A sports warehouse stocks rafts and kayaks. Each raft takes
10 sq ft of space while each kayak takes 12 sq ft of space.
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The warehouse has 400 sq ft of space available. The warehouse
has a budget of $10000 with each raft costing $200 and each
kayak costing $250. With rafting being much more popular in
the area, at least 55% of all items in stock must be rafts.
If the profit per raft is $45 and the profit per kayak
is $55, how many of each should be bought and sold
to maximize profit?

”””
# Use Pulp to solve the problem ”prob −1757358180.lp”
# Use the provided variable names rafts,kayaks
from pulp import *
# Create the ”prob” variable to contain the problem data
problem name = ”prob −1757358180”
prob = LpProblem(problem name,
#<PROMPT>

LpMaximize)
# The 2 variables rafts and kayaks are created with a
# lower limit of 0
rafts = LpVariable(”rafts”,

lowBound=0,
cat=’Integer’) # @UndefinedVariable

kayaks = LpVariable(”kayaks”,
lowBound=0,
cat=’Integer’) # @UndefinedVariable

# The objective function is added to ”prob” first
prob += 45 * rafts + 55 * kayaks, ”Profit”
# The two constraints are entered
prob += 10 * rafts + 12 * kayaks <= 400, ”Space”
prob += 200 * rafts + 250 * kayaks <= 10000, ”Cost”
prob += 0.55 * (rafts + kayaks) <= rafts, ”Percentage”
# The problem data is written to an .lp file
prob.writeLP(problem name + ”.lp”)
# The problem is solved using PuLP’s choice of Solver
prob.solve() # @UndefinedVariable
# The status of the solution is printed to the screen
print(”Status:”, LpStatus[prob.status]) # @UndefinedVariable
# Each of the variables is printed with
# it’s resolved optimum value
for v in prob.variables(): # @UndefinedVariable

print(v.name, ”=”, v.varValue)

5 RESULTS

We observed that codeT5-base model with custom beam scoring and correction performed better
than other fine tuned models.

To validate the new problems generated using back translation, we ensured that the parameters,
decision variables, and objective/constraint directions were accurately represented in the text. How-
ever, we discovered that the word problems generated were not semantically correct in most cases.
Hence, even though the models were trained on the augmented data, they were only evaluated using
the original NL4OPT dataset. Our findings showed that training the models with the augmented data
even when they are noisy, led to improved performance on the actual test data.

Ablation study shows that Subtask augmentation boosts the accuracy up by 10 percent in certain
models. Similarly, training with noisy back translated data also boosts the accuracy by 9 points. Our
rule based correction and scoring mechanism helps smaller models to achieve accuracy comparable
with SOTA. We also show that with pass@k methods, we were able to surpass SOTA.

code-t5-small code-t5-base code-t5-large
No Augmentation 0.47 0.57 0.62
Sub task Augmentation 0.6 0.69 0.72
Back translation 0.69 0.78 0.78
Sub Task + Back Translation 0.73 0.81 0.82
Correction + Beam Search 0.7435 0.85 0.87
Correction + Beam search (custom scoring) 0.74 0.8812 0.87

Table 3: Ablation Study on codeT5: Figure shows the accuracy levels reached by various models
with a beam size of 5. We can observe that custom beam search helps the base model reach the
accuracy similar to the larger ones.

The state of the art model (Gangwar & Kani, 2022) achieved accuracy of 0.882 from 5 beams on
the dev set after 400 training epochs using BART large models without any data augmentation. We
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were able to achieve accuracy of 0.893 with pass@k (as defined in Chen et al. (2021)) where k=5
beams with 30 training epochs by using data augmentation and post model symbolic methods. We
see 3% to 5% increase in accuracy during inference time when logic guided corrections and custom
beam search are used together. Further the percentage gain from the symbolic knowledge is more
for larger beam sizes ( refer Figure 3.), however after beam size 8, the accuracy started reducing.

Model Name Size Epochs pass@k Canonical Acc. Method
Baseline 140M 200 - 63 Prompt Guided
Current SOTA 400M 400 5 88.2 All at once
Proposed Model 220M 30 5 89.63 Logic guided Correction

Table 4: Comparison of Baseline (BART), Current SOTA (Bart Large) Gangwar & Kani (2022),
Proposed (CodeT5 + Logic Guided Correction) performances

We also compared the best model with Codex and ChatGPT outputs on exact match of optimal val-
ues since there is no order mapping of variables possible for codex outputs which makes canonical
comparison difficult. We can see that the fine tuned model with logic guided scoring and correction
was able to outperform Codex. We can infer that learning the intermediate representation enables
models to more accurately solve the problem. Codex was able to score 36% on exact match, Chat-
GPT was able to score 41%, whereas our finetuned models were able to achieve 73% exact match.

codeT5 Codex ChatGPT
Execution Match 0.73 0.36 0.41

Table 5: Execution match is calculated by executing the generated program to find the optimal
objective value and finding exact match against actual

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we considered the task of formulating optimization problems from natural language.
The dataset we considered had domain-specific variations, and thus with only 730 training samples,
the data can be considered to be sparse. We evaluated several models and proposed methods that
enable the use of large language models to synthesize the canonical forms as well as python code
despite the task being a low-data task. We observed progressive utility for the use of auxiliary tasks,
GPT-3 based data augmentation, and logic based post-processing of decoding beams. Since we
extended the task to code synthesis, as against just classification as done in the NL4OPT challenge,
we were able to measure the efficacy of the methods in terms of execution accuracy.
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7 APPENDIX

7.1 INITIAL MODEL SELECTION

We selected CodeT5 for our experiment since we setup our problem as a program synthesis task and
it performed better compared to other similar sized models.

Model Name Inputs Output Canonical accuracy Rouge Epochs
code-t5-small Doc JSON 47% 83% 30
code-t5-small Doc + Vars + Ord JSON 52% 82% 30
code-t5-base Doc JSON 57% 83% 20
code-t5-base Doc + Vars + Ord JSON 64% 84% 20
code-t5-large Doc JSON 67% NA 10
flan-t5-large Doc JSON 27% 79% 10
gpt3-curie Doc JSON 17% NA 4

Table 6: All models trained on unaugmented data, small models for 30 epochs, base ofr 20 and large
ones for 10 epochs. The type of input specifies what texts were concatenated from the input records.

7.2 BEAM SIZE VS CANONICAL ACCURACY

We see that with logic guided corrections, larger beam sizes until a certain size gain accuracy com-
pared to its non guided pair.

Figure 2: Effect of custom beam search on Accuracy

7.3 ERROR ANALYSIS

We will discuss frequently seen errors in this section, we believe that most of them can be addressed
with carefully designed rules and data augmentation.
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Missing variables in the objective.

Actual : {’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objective’, ’direction’: ’
maximize’, ’name’: ’viewers’, ’terms’: {’magazine ad’: ’10000’
, ’flyer’: ’5000’, ’billboard ad’: ’25000’}}

Predicted: {’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objective’, ’direction’:
’maximize’, ’name’: ’viewers’, ’terms’: {’flyer’: ’5000’, ’
billboard ad’: ’25000’}}

Correct Prediction, however label is missing a constraint: As we could see the constraint that a
train could atmost carry 500 passangers is not in the original label. Similarly we found 2 more cases
where predicted actually was correct.

text:’A train can carry at most 500 passengers. It has two seat
types: AC seats, and non-AC seats (AC is air conditioned). A
profit of $50 is made on each AC seat ticket and a profit of
$30 is made on each non-AC seat ticket. The train company
reserves at least 100 seats as AC seats. However, a minimum of
2 times as many passengers prefer to travel on non-AC seats

than on AC seats. How many seat tickets of each type should be
sold to maximize profit? What is that profit?’

Actual:
{’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objective’, ’direction’: ’maximize’,

’name’: ’profit’, ’terms’: {’AC seat’: ’50’, ’non-AC seat’:
’30’}}, ’const_declarations’: [{’type’: ’lowerbound’, ’
direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’100’, ’var’: ’AC seats’, ’
operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’xby’, ’x_var’: ’non-
AC seats’, ’direction’: ’minimum’, ’param’: ’2’, ’y_var’: ’AC
seats’, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}], ’vars’: [’AC seats’,
’non-AC seats’]}

---------------------------------------
Predicted
{’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objective’, ’direction’: ’maximize’,

’name’: ’profit’, ’terms’: {’AC seat’: ’50’, ’non-AC seat’:
’30’}}, ’const_declarations’: [{’type’: ’sum’, ’direction’: ’
at most’, ’limit’: ’500’, ’operator’: ’LESS_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type
’: ’lowerbound’, ’direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’100’, ’var
’: ’AC seats’, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’xby
’, ’x_var’: ’non-AC seats’, ’direction’: ’minimum’, ’param’:
’2’, ’y_var’: ’AC seats’, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}], ’
vars’: [’AC seats’, ’non-AC seats’], ’id’: ’-996226930’}

Missing Constraint:In few cases, the predicted missed generating a constraint all together in all the
beams generated.

Actual:
{’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objvar’, ’direction’: ’minimize’, ’

name’: ’total number of stores’, ’vars’: [’film-based’, ’
electrical-based stores’]}, ’const_declarations’: [{’type’: ’
xby’, ’x_var’: ’electrical-based stores’, ’direction’: ’at
least’, ’param’: ’two’, ’y_var’: ’film-based stores’, ’
operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’lowerbound’, ’
direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’5’, ’var’: ’film-based
stores’, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’linear’, ’
direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’170’, ’terms’: {’Film-based
stores’: ’2’, ’electrical-based store’: ’four’}, ’operator’: ’
GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’linear’, ’direction’: ’at most’,
’limit’: ’600’, ’terms’: {’electric-based stores’: ’15’, ’
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Film-based stores’: ’10’}, ’operator’: ’LESS_OR_EQUAL’}], ’
vars’: [’film-based’, ’electrical-based stores’]}

----------------------------------------
Predicted
{’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objvar’, ’direction’: ’minimize’, ’

name’: ’total number of stores’, ’vars’: [’film-based’, ’
electrical-based stores’]}, ’const_declarations’: [{’type’: ’
lowerbound’, ’direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’5’, ’var’: ’
film-based stores’, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’:
’linear’, ’direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’170’, ’terms’: {’
Film-based stores’: ’2’, ’electrical-based store’: ’four’}, ’
operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’linear’, ’direction
’: ’at most’, ’limit’: ’600’, ’terms’: {’Film-based stores’:
’10’, ’electric-based stores’: ’15’}, ’operator’: ’
LESS_OR_EQUAL’}], ’vars’: [’film-based’, ’electrical-based
stores’], ’id’: ’-1194187124’}

Swapped limits: The limits of the constraints gets swapped between two constraints.

Actual:
{’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objvar’, ’direction’: ’minimize’, ’

name’: ’total number of shifts’, ’vars’: [’dentists’, ’oral
hygienists’]}, ’const_declarations’: [{’type’: ’linear’, ’
direction’: ’require’, ’limit’: ’1000’, ’terms’: {’Dentists’:
’12’, ’oral hygienists’: ’5’}, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL
’}, {’type’: ’sum’, ’direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’20’, ’
operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’linear’, ’direction
’: ’budget’, ’limit’: ’65000’, ’terms’: {’dentists’: ’900’, ’
oral hygienists’: ’250’}, ’operator’: ’LESS_OR_EQUAL’}], ’vars
’: [’dentists’, ’oral hygienists’]}

------------------------------------------------
Predicted
{’obj_declaration’: {’type’: ’objvar’, ’direction’: ’minimize’, ’

name’: ’total number of shifts’, ’vars’: [’dentists’, ’oral
hygienists’]}, ’const_declarations’: [{’type’: ’linear’, ’
direction’: ’budget’, ’limit’: ’65000’, ’terms’: {’Dentists’:
’12’, ’oral hygienists’: ’5’}, ’operator’: ’LESS_OR_EQUAL’},
{’type’: ’sum’, ’direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’20’, ’
operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’linear’, ’direction
’: ’require’, ’limit’: ’1000’, ’terms’: {’Dentists’: ’900’, ’
oral hygienists’: ’250’}, ’operator’: ’GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}], ’
vars’: [’dentists’, ’oral hygienists’]}

Syntax Errors Model hallucinates and produces incorrect literals which makes that beam invalid
even though it has the right formulation;

num_of_constraints = 2
obj_declaration = {’type’: ’objvar’, ’direction’:’minimize’, ’name

’: ’number of branches’, ’vars’: [’urban branches’,’remote
branch’]}

const_declarations = [{’type’: ’linear’, ’direction’: ’available’,
’limit’: ’550’, ’terms’: {’remote branch’: ’5’, ’urban branch

’: ’12’}, ’operator’: ’LESS_OR_EQUAL’}, {’type’: ’linear’, ’
direction’: ’at least’, ’limit’: ’1200’, ’terms’: {’remote
branch’: ’2’, ’urban branch’: ’7’}, ’operator’: ’
GREATER_OR_EQUAL’}]

yield’}]
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7.4 POST PROCESSING RULES - SUBSET

Post model Corrections:

1. If a Linear objective’s terms have same coefficients, convert
the objective into a ’objvar’ type

2. If the same coefficients are being reused in the constraints,
most probably it is a ’objvar’ type.

3. If the constraint type is "lowerbound" the operator should be "
GREATER_THAN_EQUAL_TO" and vice versa

4. if the constraint type is "sum" then there should be no terms
allowed for the variables (i.e coeff of all variables is 1)

Beam Search scoring:

Violation of each rule reduces the corresponding beam’s score:

1. There should be at least as many constraints as the constraint
directions available in the SPANs from tagged input.

2. All the limits ( RHS of the inequality ) must be available in
the formulation, proportionate penalty will be imposed on the
total score

3. All the parameters ( coefficients in LHS ) should be available
in the formulation, penalty will be imposed proportionately.

4. The scale difference of the coefficients for a given constraint
has to be below the maximum threshold. Proportionate penalty

to be applied on the total score.
5. If there is a postive constraint on the decision variables, the

constraints must be positive as well. Meaning increasing the
parameter value should also increase the limit.

Figure 3: Candidate selection process

7.5 CHATGPT EXPERIMENTS

Since official API for ChatGPT was not available at the time of writing this paper, we had to rely
on manual methods to prompt ChatGPT. We prompted with a standard prompt for all the problems.
Copied the response from ChatGPT and run it without any modification. Refer Figure 4 and 5. We
found few examples where the use of pulp variables were wrong and resulted in a Exception. Such
examples where marked with a 0 for optimal value.
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Figure 4: ChatGPT - Question 1
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Figure 5: ChatGPT - Question 2
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